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"Intelligent and compassionate
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corporate and career development."

INTP

May 2nd, 2008

Common Qualities of Introverts:
Attracted to in-depth analysis
Like to think, sometimes without talking
Like to understand
Keyword: Inner-directed

Common Qualities of Intuitives:
Notice the whole picture
Theoretical - interested in WHY things work
Creative - like to experiment
Keyword: Imaginative

Common Qualities of Thinkers:
Appreciate analysis
Quick to give advice
Fair and just - same rules for all
Keyword: Logical

Common Qualities of Perceptives:
Are comfortable with "winging it"
Like to have an open-ended approach
Postpone decisions - sometimes procrastinate
Keyword: Flexible

General Description:
INTPs love to solve problems and the bigger and more theoretical the problems, the
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more they enjoy it. INTPs want to understand their world in an honest way, so they
challenge existing expert opinion until they have satisfied themselves that it is true.
Some occasionally mistake this intellectual honesty for rebellion because INTPs are
not shy about challenging some of society's accepted rules. INTPs hold intelligence
in high esteem and will usually do well in school. INTPs make quiet friends who
value their independence.
Career Insights:
INTPs are good at complex analysis where creative solutions are needed. Complex
analyses can be found in either pure science or in applied science. In practical
applications, they concentrate on the problem and use their analytical skills until
they've solved the problem. Problems for the INTP, especially those having a
theoretical basis such as cancer research, are seen as puzzles waiting to be solved.
Pure science attracts the INTP because they enjoy the pleasure of working on the
concepts without the distraction of a practical application. INTPs do their best work
when they have the freedom to independently follow their hunches; they are
frustrated by a lot of rules and regulations. Careers which have appealed to INTPs
include all branches of pure science (physical, life, social), engineering, medicine,
computer systems and law.
TO PRINT: click the browser 'print' button at the top of the screen.
To take the FULL interactive program that will help you decide what careers are best
for you and create your unique career reports.
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